From: Stephen Walsh [mailto:swalsh@unex-group.co.uk]
Sent: 10 June 2015 16:40
To: A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Cc: Office
Subject: A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme - TR010018 Submissions in
Accordance with Deadline 2 King's Hedges Investments Limited Unique Reference Number 10030412
F.A.O. Nicholas Coombes

Dear Mr Coombes,
Written Representations of King’s Hedges Investments Limited ( “KHIL” ). Unique Reference Number:
10030412.
KHIL is the freehold owner of land at the Eastern End of the Orchard Park development, immediately
to the South of the A14 where it passes Cambridge ( between the Histon and Milton interchanges ).
The area in question is shown, for example, on the applicant’s drawing number A14-ARP-ZZ-00-RD-Z00128 Rev.0 ( Land Plans Regulations 5(2)(i) Sheet 28 of 40 ). Highways England are proposing, under
the Order, to compulsorily acquire two parcels of KHIL’s land, namely parcels 28/5 and 28/6.
The overall Orchard Park development is a residentially led mixed-use scheme which KHIL developed
with its partners ( Gallagher Estates and Cambridge City Council ) under a landowners’ Agreement.
The majority of the development is complete and occupied but there are still vacant sites which are
within the planning system and which will be directly affected by the proposed A14 Improvement
Scheme. In particular KHIL owns the following two development sites;
1. Land Parcel Comm 4 which is the vacant development site on either side of Neal Drive,
accessed off Topper Street, immediately to the South of the A14. The designation “Comm 4”
is the identification of the site within South Cambridgeshire District Council’s adopted Local
Development Framework Supplementary Planning Document entitled Orchard Park Design
Guidance ( Extract from SPD included as KHIL Annex 1 ). Two alternative proposals for this
site are currently within the planning system. One is an outline application for up to 132
residential apartments ( KHIL Annex 2 )and the other is an outline application for up to 40
residential apartments and an 82 unit apart-hotel ( KHIL Annex 3 ). Parcels 28/5 and (part )
28/6 which Highways England propose to acquire form part of the overall Comm 4 site.
2. Land Parcel L2 as defined by the SPD is the vacant development site accessed off Topper
Street, again immediately to the South of the A14. The final draft of a section 106
Agreement has been agreed with South Cambridgeshire District Council and when the
engrossment is received and signed it will release a consent for 15 residential dwellings (
KHIL Annex 4 ). Part of parcel 28/6 which Highways England propose to acquire is within the
overall L2 land parcel.
These two sites are identified on the attached overmarked copy of the applicant’s drawing A14-ARPZZ-00-RD-Z-00128 Rev.0 ( KHIL Annex 5 ).
KHIL object to the compulsory acquisition of parcels 28/5 and 28/6. The application drawings are by
their nature very small scale and do not show the proposed works in any great detail. However,
Sheet 10 of 11 of the illustrative cross sections ( which form part of figure 3.3 in Volume 2/6 of the
Environmental Statement ) shows that the main reason for acquiring these parcels is to create an
new proposed public right of way / non-motorised user route. This appears to be completely
unrelated to the A14 highway improvement. It is unnecessary and unjustified and KHIL is totally
opposed to part of its land being taken to create this new public right of way. This will become a
security risk as it will form a concealed route, hidden between the A14 embankment and the rear

boundary fences of the proposed ( and existing ) residential properties. The application drawings do
not show an overall route or purpose for this proposed right of way and KHIL maintain that it is unneeded, unrelated to the A14 highway improvements and should not be included as part of the
Order.
KHIL also object to the proposed works in the vicinity of the Orchard Park development for the
following reasons;
NOISE
The proposed works will have a negative impact on KHIL’s development sites in terms of both
construction noise and operational noise. The applicant’s Sheet 16 of 24 Figure 14.3 “Construction
noise and vibration impacts and likely significant effects” within the Environmental Statement shows
that the existing dwellings immediately adjacent to KHIL’s proposed dwellings on its Comm 4 and L2
sites will experience observed adverse effects from construction noise. Some of the existing
adjacent dwellings are noted to require noise insulation to avoid significant adverse effects from
construction noise. Some of these properties are further away from the A14 than the proposed
dwellings on the Comm 4 and L2 sites so the proposed dwellings will experience the same, if not
greater, adverse effects due to construction noise.
Sheet 16 of 25 Figure 14.7 “Operational noise and vibration impacts and significant effects-mitigated
scheme” shows that the operational effect of the A14 works will be to cause the entire Orchard Park
development to suffer daytime noise in the range of 40 to 55db and night-time noise in the range of
47 to 62db. These levels are above those recommended by the World Health Organisation “WHO”.
WHO advise that a continuous equivalent noise level over an 8 hour night-time period within a
bedroom of 30db or more would disrupt sleep. If the level was 45db outside the bedroom window
then sleep would be disrupted if the window was open for ventilation. The A14 works are clearly
going to cause disruption from noise.
It is important to look more closely at sheet 16 of Figure 14.7, however, because this shows that
immediately to the East of Orchard Park ( where the existing noise barrier ends ) the noise levels will
be even higher and will be above 55db during the day and above 62db at night. The key point about
what this shows is that the same levels of noise intrusion will be suffered by any habitable rooms on
the upper floors of KHIL’s Comm 4 and L2 sites which are not materially lower than the existing
noise barrier. As can be seen from the Orchard Park SPD, it is clearly envisaged that the built form on
the development parcels adjacent to the A14 will range between 12 metres and 15 metres in
height. This is reflected in KHIL’s planning applications and the top floors of apartments will be
adversely affected, to a significant extent, by the operational noise from the A14 works.
The panel will be able to see the height of existing adjacent residential apartments, in relation to the
existing noise barrier, during the accompanied site visit.
VISUAL INTRUSION AND IMPACT UPON AMENITY
The applicant’s drawings, including sheet 16 of figure 14.7 mentioned above, show a gantry
immediately adjacent to KHIL’s Comm 4 site. Although the application does not include any drawings
of the gantries, the works which have already been carried out at the Girton Interchange include the
installation of new gantries. These are massive and are very visually intrusive and at night are
illuminated. This will have a major detrimental and adverse impact upon the amenity of the
residential apartments on KHIL’s Comm 4 site. KHIL strongly objects to the installation of this type of
gantry which is completely out-of-keeping with the character of the area and which will negatively

impact upon KHIL’s residential development. These gantries will also cause light pollution at night
which will adversely impact upon the occupiers of the apartments nearest to the gantries and which
will be likely to cause sleep disturbance.
In addition, it appears from sheet 10 of figure 3.3 mentioned above that the proposed works involve
the regrading of the A14 embankment bringing it, and the A14 carriageways, closer to the existing
and proposed residential properties. This will also have a visually detrimental impact upon the
amenity of the residential apartments. The A14 embankment is very tall, in relation to the existing
ground level to the immediate South. The embankment dominates any view from windows on the
north elevation of the apartments and, in particular, from ground to second floor level apartments
which are below the level of the embankment. Any works which move the embankment closer to
the north facing windows of the residential apartments will increase the visual dominance of the
embankment and will negatively impact upon the amenity and wellbeing of the occupants.
Although sheet 16 of figure 14.7 describes the noise barrier as “existing fence barrier ( to be retained
)”, sheet 10 of figure 3.3 appears to show it being relocated South towards the existing and
proposed apartments and merely notes it as “indicative noise barrier location”. It is not sufficient to
merely provide an “indicative” location for the barrier because its final position will have an
increasingly adverse impact upon the amenity of the residential properties the closer it is to them.
KHIL would urge the panel to require Highways England to reconsider the type of noise barrier to be
installed. The existing timber barrier is dark, solid and very visually intrusive. If this moves closer to
the residential properties its adverse impact will be increased. The area of visual sky which will be
observable from the north facing windows of the apartments on the lower floors will be reduced. A
clear polycarbonate type of acoustic barrier ( some panels of which already exist adjacent to Orchard
Park on the A14 further West ) would be less visually intrusive and would have a lesser impact upon
daylight and the amount of visual sky observable from the apartments on the lower floors.
AIR QUALITY
The section of the A14 at Orchard Park is a designated Air Quality Management Area “AQMA”.
However, the applicant’s Figure 8.9 Sheets 1 to 4 “Predicted magnitude of change of pollutant
concentrations” within the Environmental Statement show that for the survey years of 2020 and
2035 the predicted levels of NO2 and PM10 at Orchard Park will increase. This is unacceptable for
the residents of the existing and planned residential properties. A part of the previous rationale put
forward by the Highways Agency for the A14 improvement works was that the upgrades would
reduce standing traffic on the A14, where it passes the North of Cambridge, and hence it would
reduce the concentrations of NO2 and PM10 within the AQMA. That is clearly now not the case and
the increase in concentrations of these air pollutants will have a detrimental and adverse effect
upon the residential properties at Orchard Park.
KHIL would respectfully request the panel to take the above matters, and KHIL’s objections, into
consideration in their consideration of the application for the Order.
To reduce the file size the annexures will follow immediately as an attachment to a separate e-mail.
Regards, Stephen Walsh.

